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DESCRIPTION

72675

Westland American Single Malt

REG. PRICE SALE PRICE
$69.99

DISCOUNT %

$59.99*

14%

Fresh orchard fruit on the nose, with bakery suggestions in the background. Candied cherries and blood orange on the attack with mocha
nuances and spice box hints unfurling with a swirl in the glass. A remarkably intense whiskey whose balance of silky texture and flickering
warmth defies expectations. The flavors persist long on the palate, with vanilla and caramel notes emerging with time in the glass. A simply
stunning expression of malted barley, as deftly crafted as the Scotch whiskies that inspired distiller Matthew Hofmann. A mind-boggling malt
whiskey. That's right, a whiskey with an e. - Reviewed by: Binny's

51526

Dry Fly Creel Collection Cask Strength Wheat Whiskey

$34.99

N/A

N/A

"Sweet Grain with Big Saw-Toothed Edge of Cinnamon and hot Vanilla, and a circling brim of Zingy Mint that Tightens toward the finish.
Pretty Interesting Stuff for Wheat Whiskey." - Reviewed by: Whisky Advocate - 87pts

197952

Age Your Own Whiskey Kit by Woodinville Whiskey Company

$149.99

N/A

N/A

The Age Your Own™ Whiskey Kit includes two 750 ml bottles of 110 proof White Dog un-aged whiskey, a 2 liter aging barrel, pouring
funnel, two tasting glasses, and step-by-step instructions. Because of the small barrel size, the aging process is significantly accelerated with
nicely aged whiskey available in 3-6 months (you be the judge!). Aging barrel can be refilled and reused 5+ times. - Reviewed by: Producer

51527

Dry Fly Creel Collection Straight Triticale Whiskey

$29.99

N/A

N/A

"Aromas of Grass, Bubble Gum and Oak. Taste is young Brashly Sweet but Smooth enough to Spread Easily over the Tongue. Not Flawed
and Well Made by the Wheat Mad Dry Fly Distillers." - Reviewed by: Whisky Advocate - 82pts

51525

Dry Fly Creel Collection Port Finish Wheat Whiskey

$29.99

N/A

"Showing a Deep Reddish Blush Purple Pink around the Edges. The fruity richness of the Portwood is subdued but present and lays across
everything else in the Nose . The sweet broad Grassiness of the wheat lightness the Portwood influence somewhat. A Decent Combo." Reviewed by: Whisky Advocate - 82pts

Some prices are only valid with Binny's Card * Selection varies by location * Shop early for best selection * Quantities are limited to stock on hand * No rain checks * All bottles 750mL unless otherwise stated

N/A

